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I�The cooperation between TDIA and 3GPP 

TD-SCDMA Industry Alliance (TDIA) initiated the development of TD-SCDMA terminal conformability 

testing standard and TTCN code in Nov.2003 with close cooperation with 3GPP. Thanks to the 

promotion and coordination of TDIA, the developing work is processing smoothly. So far, TDIA has 

handed in 62 CRs to 3GPP and all the 62s CRs were accepted by 3GPP. When the development of 

testing standard documents has got to certain level, TDIA started to send experts to 3GPP 

headquarter to develop TTCN code since April 2004. So far here are more than 10 experts have been 

dispatched in 4 batches. Meanwhile, there are two figure engineers working as project assistants in 

china domestic coordinative project team. TDIA invests millions RMB on TTCN development every 

year, and more than 10 members of TDIA has joined in the project.  

In the course, 3GPP provides great support on talents and material such as developing environment 

and technical supports. In the last two years, 3GPP has totally invested about 300 thousand Euro on 

the project. Up to the present, the two parties have been coordinating smoothly and worked out almost 

300 test examples, and a total of 350 are expected by the end of 2005.  

II�Support from Chinese Government to TD-SCDMA Industry 

With the effort of Chinese government and the active coordination between companies in the field of 

TD-SCDMA, TD-SCDMA Industry Alliance was founded on Oct. 30th 2002. The basic functions of TDIA 

are to link government and enterprises, to help the communication among enterprises and to promote 

the healthy development of TD-SCDMA industry. 

With the promotion of Chinese government, all the six China domestic national telecom operators 

(China Mobile, China Unicom, China Telecom, China Netcom, China Railcom and China Satellite) had 

participated in the TD-SCDMA test in MTNET and TD-SCDMA Industrialization Test. Through these 
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systematic and strict lab and field tests, the technical functions of TD-SCDMA system, especially key 

functions, have been proved comprehensively. 

Chinese government has given strong support on the TD-SCDMA standard development. TDIA and its 

members are encouraged to update standard version and develop conformability code.  By 

coordinating and promoting the establishment of TD-SCDMA industrial standard, Chinese government 

has created a sound environment for the further development of TD-SCDMA standard. Officials from 

concerned government departments have presented a series of activities hold by TDIA, such as “The 

Foundation Ceremony of TDIA”, “2003 TD-SCDMA International Summit”, “2005 TD-SCDMA 

International Summit” and “Expo COMM China 2004”. On the top of all these supports, on Oct. 23th 

2002, China Ministry of Information Industry (MII) allocated 155MHz spectrum to TDD in which 

international TDD core frequency is included.    

Chinese government has exerted effort to created beneficial environment for the development of TD-

SCDMA industry.  As one of important promoting methods, the support to TDIA has greatly promoted 

the TD-SCDMA industrialization, fully encouraged the enterprises and optimized all sectors of TD-

SCDMA industry chain. The effort of TDIA has improved the R&D process of enterprises and 

effectively promoted the healthy and continuous development of TD-SCDMA industry. 

III�Future Marketing Coordination 

TDIA marketing team always keep close attention on China domestic and overseas telecommunication 

market development. Through direct communication with government agents and telecommunication 

operators, TDIA marketing team collects the first-hand information in the field of  customer demand, 

update of telecommunication regulations and laws,  development and appliance of new technology, 

and the status of main enterprises of Chinese mobile telecommunication market. TDIA marketing team 

shares the above information with all its members through working report and monthly newsletter.  The 

regular market information sharing system benefits TDIA members on their awareness of market 

condition and opportunity expectation. Referring to the information, the TDIA members could adjust its 

research and management plan.  

TDIA would like to share the updated news of Chinese mobile telecommunication market with 3GPP 

thus to reinforce 3GPP’s knowledge of the unceasing changing communication market. TDIA would 

also like to send information about latest achievement of TD-SCDMA technology and its application 

development to 3GPP, as well as the latest developments of TDIA members, so as to ensure 3GPP 

has in time knowledge of TD-SCDMA technology and its market development. 
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IV�TDIA Milestones 

The foundation ceremony of TDIA 

On Oct 30th 2002, the foundation ceremony and 1st council meeting of TD-SCDMA Industry Alliance 

was hold in the Great Hall of the People in Beijing. The first group members included Datang Telecom, 

SOUTEC, Holley, Huawei, Lenovo, ZTE, CEC, China PUTIAN, which all are well-known 

communication companies. 

Signature Ceremony for TD-SCDMA Technology Cooperation 

On Nov. 28th 2003, the key members of TD-SCDMA Industry Alliance, China PUTIAN, ZTE and 
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Datang Mobile jointly hold the signature ceremony in Beijing for TD-SCDMA technology cooperation. 

New Recruit Joining Ceremony of TD-SCDMA Industry Alliance  

On Dec. 26th 2003 and Apr. 17th 2005, the second and third batches of new recruit joining ceremonies 

of TDIA were held in Beijing ceremoniously on respectively.  By then, there are 21 members in TDIA. 

The new joining members are T3G Technology Co.,Ltd., Chongqing Chongyou Information Technology 

Co.,Ltd, Hisense Company Limited, COMMIT Incorporated, Xi'an Haitian Antenna Technologies 

Co.,Ltd, Spreadtrum Communications(Shanghai)Co., Beijing Zhongchuang Telecom Test Co.,Ltd, 

Hubei Zhongyou Technology Industry&Commerce Co.,Ltd, Alcatel Shanghai Bell, Shanghai DBTEL 
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industry Co. Ltd., UTStarcom Inc., Inventec Appliances (Shanghai) Co., Ltd., Tongyu Communication 

Equipment Co.,Ltd of Zhongshan City, The total 21 members formed a full industrial line covering 

chipset sector, terminal sector, system equipment sector, as well as testing equipments sector.  The 

new membership structure of TDIA also indicates the internationalization of TD-SCDMA industrial 

community, which has speeded up the TD-SCDMA commercialization greatly.  
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2004 TD-SCDMA Industry Summit and the 2004 PT/EXPO COMM China  

It was the first time for TDIA to participate in the PT/EXPO COMM China in the means of TD-SCDMA 

delegation in 2004. A large number of new products developed by 20 MNCs and China domestic 

telecommunications enterprises were unveiled at the expo, varying from TD-SCDMA systems 

equipment, terminals, chipsets to antennas and testing instruments, showcased the latest 

achievements in the industrialization of TD-SCDMA. 

National leaders such as Wen Jiabao, Zeng Qinghong, Huang Ju, visited the exhibition of TD-SCDMA 

products in PT/Expo and gave positive comments on the development of TD-SCDMA. 

During the expo, the 2004 TD-SCDMA industry summit was held. 
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2005 TD-SCDMA Industry Summit 

2005 TD-SCDMA International Summit was hold between Apr. 26th to 27th 2005, TDIA severed as main 

organizer, In the summit, a series of industrialized TD-SCDMA system equipments and terminals 

demoed live TV, video phone, and other 3G service. The multi-suppliers market structure has formed 

in every sector of TD-SCDMA industry chain.  

 

V�Main Stream Media Report 
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<Communications World> Special Report for PT/EXPO COMM CHINA 2004  Vol.2 
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Mr. Wang Xudong, the Minister of MII, attended the 2004 CHINA PT/EXPO COMM and gave his 

encouragement and guidance to Mr. Yang Hua, the secretary-general of TDIA. Mr Wang mentioned 

“government call for combination between industrialization and research. The combination will create 

more TD-SCDMA appliance. Your advantages are in the field of R&D and industrialization. The 

industrialization should depend on manufactory; otherwise the technology standard would be 

meaningless without industrialization”. 

 

<Communications World> Special Report for PT/EXPO COMM CHINA 

2004Vol.2
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<Communications World> Special Report for PT/EXPO COMM CHINA 2004  Vol.2 &  special report of 

TDIA booth  

 

<Communications World> Special Report for PT/EXPO COMM CHINA 2004  Vol.3 

China Prime Minister, Mr Wen Jiabao, visit TDIA booth and pointed out that “We should combine our 

strength together to promote the industry in further. The core technology is the base of continuous 

development. 
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<People’s Telecommunications> CN11-0116  Oct. 27th 2004  Vol.3923 

 

<People’s Telecommunications> CN11-0116  Oct. 27th 2004  Vol.3923 

 


